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Abstract

Religion, culture and society have ties harmony and mutually bound to create harmony between 
the people of its adherents. Them into a guidelines to act so as to produce the attitudes and 
behavior that positive in all activities the life of the people. Batak Toba is one tribes inhabiting 
mountainous regions North Sumatra who has been affected by religion modern. But, the 
native religion is Parmalim still exist although increasingly dwindling. Most of the Toba was 
predominantly sunni of protestant christianity with different kinds of the flow of / the sect that 
is diverse, one of a sect of most dominant and exist in how it starts to move is the flow of 
charismatik. The was trusted Toba until now bound by values culture his legacy. Ulos  is one 
form of attachment they on the perceived value of sublime and mentradisi from generation to 
generation. He facilities strengthen togetherness in the concept of kinship community social 
Batak. The existence of it bother Ulos start in line with the arrival of the flow of charismatik that 
has a very different view and tend to be illiberal toward the existence of Ulos who is regarded 
as objects unclean who has got to be sorted in the community life of religion. The phenomenon 
of it has also become unique and unsurprising given that a group of opponents of the existence 
of Ulos will come from of a group of tribes once accused of polluting Toba was itself.

Keyword: Resistention, Batak Toba, Religion, Culture and Ulos.

A. INTRODUCTION

Culture is the values   that arise due to interaction between humans in a region or country that 
is often used as a basic reference and can be a rail for the communication process between 
humans in it (Nasrullah, 2012: 18). Therefore, the culture that represents itself in various 
traditions is not only a tool for uniting a number of values, but also a practical tool used to 
organize the social life of a more prosperous, moral and dignified community.

In general, culture is divided into ideas or ideas, patterned behavior, and as a collection of 
objects and artifacts. As a set of ideas, culture can not be seen and observed because it is 
stored in the head. As a set of ideas, then culture is referred to as a cultural system or cultural 
system and also as a physical culture / objects (Daeng, 2008: 46).

Cultural outcomes typically display positive values, such as art, science, and complex systems 
in society. It is undeniable, however, that the elements of culture can also negatively affect 
their adherents when used or exploited with a false understanding of the purpose and purpose 
of culture itself. Therefore, the elements of culture should be utilized optimally as part of the 
strategy in implementing and succeeding the various positive aims and objectives of the culture 
itself in order to reflect the essence of human beings as a creature that has the ratio, reason, 
mind and feeling as well as realize that human it is a noble and special creature before God 
Almighty.

Religion and culture are both concepts. Religion and culture as container and content. Culture 
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is a container, and religion is its content so that both can be used as a guide to act and 
produce actions and the objects of action. (Ahmad Syafi’I Mufid, in Fahim Tharaba, 2016: 
124). Therefore, Religion must direct the culture so that its results produce the perfection of 
human beings as cultured beings as well as religions, not eliminate and destroy the elements 
of culture that exists. Religion and culture is a unity that can not stand alone because in the 
form and practice is always related and mutually negate.

The expression of a believer is always done according to cultural patterns. Religion is the most 
fundamental core element of human culture. Culture plays an important role in the formation 
of a religious practice. It is culture that has a major contribution to the formation of various 
religious practices within the same religious umbrella. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
between religion and culture is related to cause and effect mutually, one with another affect 
each other. Religion is part of the culture, and there is no religious belief without cultural 
implications (Newbigin, 2002: 259).

B. DISCUSSION.

1. Toba Batak Culture

Definition of culture is very diverse. Koentjaraningrat (1990: 180) defines culture as a whole 
system of ideas, actions and the work of human beings in the framework of the life of society 
that made human self by learning. The definition has the meaning that “culture” is everything 
human acts gained through the learning process. Koentjaraningrat further explains that the 
culture has three forms: (1). A complex of ideas, ideas, values, norms, and rules. Culture is 
abstract in nature, in the minds of people where the culture is running. The ideas and ideas of 
many humans who live together in a society, give the soul to that society. The ideas are always 
related to a system called the cultural system. (2). A complex of activities and actions patterned 
from humans in society. This social system consists of human activities that interact, relate and 
mingle with each other at any time according to certain patterns based on customs and codes. 
(3). As objects of human works. The form of physical culture is the result of the activity of deeds 
and the work of human beings in the life of society.

Batak is one of the tribes in Indonesia. This name is a collective theme to identify some ethnic 
groups who live and originated from Tapanuli in northern Sumatra. Ethnic groups are categorized 
as Batak are: Batak Toba, Karo, Pakpak, Simalungun, Angkola and Batak Mandailing.

In the Batak region or known by the Batak tribe there are several religions namely Christian 
(Catholic and Protestant) and Islam. Religion is spread by the zending and missionaries from 
Germany and the Netherlands since 1863. Batak people themselves have traditionally had the 
conception that this nature and its contents were created by Mula Jadi Na Bolon (God Almighty) 
who has power over the heavens and the whole earth. The form of kinship is Patrilineal which 
has been formulated in custom order Dalihan Natolu (Tungku Nantiga). (Koentjaraningrat, 
2002: 103).

In the Batak community, the leadership system is divided into three parts. The sections are: 1. 
Indigenous Sector ie: that the leadership in the custom field is not only in the hands of a figure, 
but in the form of deliberation of Dalihan Natolu (stove nantiga) where the leadership is led 
by the host. 2. Religion field, namely: Christian religion held by Pastor and pastor, and Islam 
is held by Kyai and Ustadz religion. and 3. Administration, that is; leadership is determined by 
election (majority vote).
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The basic cultural forms in Batak Toba society are:

a. Knowledge.

Batak people know ancient gotong royong system, especially in the field of cultivation. In this 
ancient gotong royong, a group of people (neighbors or close relatives) shoulder to shoulder 
to work on the land / rice fields in rotation.

b. Religion.

Indigenous beliefs believed by the Batak Toba community before knowing Christianity and 
Islam is a belief in Mulajadi Nabolon (God Almighty) which is called Malam Religion (Parmalim). 
Until now this religion still exists even though its followers have been greatly reduced.

c. Language Sitem.

In the association and daily life, Batak people have their own script called Batak script. The 
language used by each sub ethnic is similar and almost mutually understandable between the 
other tribes.

d. Customs and art.

The Batak community recognizes three customary stages: (1). The core custom, ie all life that 
occurs at the beginning of the creation of the world by Debata Mulajadi Nabolon (God Almighty) 
is conservative or unchanging. (2). Custom na taradat, the custom which is actually owned by 
the village group, the country, the religious community and the community. This adat nature is 
practical and flexible to receive elements from the outside after adjusting to the existing custom 
elements. (3). Adat nani adathon, which is all new adat and reject the customs of the core and 
adat are solidified. This concept is an adat that rejects customary relationship with God.

Art system or dance art of Toba Batak is Tor-tor (magical), sereampang duabelas dance is a 
dance that is entertainment with typical music called Gondang. Toba Batak art is very diverse 
ranging from dance, musical instruments and various other types of singing. Dance events 
are held to appeal for the victory, health, salvation for the born, the returning (entering into 
the Batak), while married, and at religious events as well as for the dead / dead and other 
events aimed at strengthening the relationship kinship. Each process of performing Tor-tor 
type (dance) is always in the beginning and ending with beautiful and meaningful poems in 
accordance with the type of activities that are taking place with fixed guiding rules or norms 
that have been determined.

e. Livelihood system

Toba Batak traditional society fished rice planting in rice fields and also cultivate swidden fields. 
In the field of business, which is engaged ulos weave, wood carving and metal engraving.

f. Community organization.

Batak society has a philosophy, the principle as well as the structure and system in its society 
called Dalihan Natolu (stove nantiga) Dalihan Natolu (stove nantiga) is contextual and very 
democratic because each party has the opportunity to get the position in accordance with the 
predetermined in the concept the custom of Dalihan Natolu. Therefore in Toba Batak culture 
do not know caste.

g. Science and Technology System

 Teknolgi System in Toba Batak culture is very unique, that is with the Batak house that became 
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the architecture of pride. Ruma Batak is built from natural materials such as fibers, wood, 
and stone. Each of the parts of the building’s construction has its respective meanings with 
the terms and rules inherent in accordance with its use. In addition to the hierarchy of home 
construction, Batak Toba community also has a hierarchy of village formation starting from 
huta, sosor, and stoning. In addition Batak people also have a passion and carving expertise 
that is carved from wood called Gorga. The making and use of Gorga is following certain 
rules that concern the accuracy of meaning and use in accordance with the objectives to be 
achieved. Traditional technology of a tribe is a form of local wisdom of the tribe. Batak tribe 
used to use simple equipment in farming. Traditional technology is also applied in the field of 
armaments. Batak community has a variety of traditional weapons such as Hujur (spear), Piso 
Surit (Dagger), Keris and Sword. In the field of Weaving, Batak society is also very advanced 
and has a multi functional weaving cloth in customary and cultural life called Ulos (cloth ulos).

2. Name and Type of Batak Ulos

Ulos cloth is one of the many elements of tradition that exist in the culture of Batak toba. Ulos 
is woven fabric Batak Toba tribe that is often used in everyday life and also in every ritual / 
ceremony of Batak both in like and sorrow. Ulos is a kind of clothing in the form of a piece 
of Batak cloth woven with a pattern and a very diverse size that serves to warm the body 
and beautify the appearance. The existence of ulos has been known to the Batak people 
since starting in the 14th century, along with the entry of looms from the country of India. 
That is, before the entry of looms to the land of Batak, the Batak people do not know ulos. In 
another sense there is no culture of giving and receiving ulos (mangulosi: wearing ulos, diulosi: 
accepting ulos) as is often done by the Batak people at this time specifically in the event that 
nuanced customs. Therefore it can be said that ulos is the result of civilization Batak society 
in a certain period.

Batak Ulos are named by size, function / meaning, and paintings / ornaments poured or 
embedded in the Ulos. The type and function of Ulos is in accordance with its meaning and 
function are:

a. Ulos Antak-antak, ulos is used as a scarf for the parents to mourn the deceased, besides 
ulos is also used as a cloth wrapped at the time of the event manortor (dancing).

b. Ulos Bintang Maratur, Ulos is given the time of pregnancy 7 months pregnant event given 
by the hula-hula to his son. This ulos is also given to the newborn Pahompu (parent) who has 
meaning and meaning for the newborn child to accompany the birth of the next child, then ulos 
is also given to pahompu (grandchild) who just got baptism in the church and can also be used 
as a scarf.

c. Ulos Bolean, ulos is worn as a shawl in traditional events.

d. Ulos Mangiring, ulos are worn as scarves, ropes, and are also given to grandchildren as the 
firstborn child. Having a purpose and a goal as well as a symbol of the magnitude of desire for 
the newborn child later accompanied by the birth of a child onward, this Ulos can also be used 
as Parompa (tool carrying) for children.

e. Ulos Padang Ursa and Ulos Pinan Lobu-lobu, are usually used as ropes and as a shawl.

f. Ulos Pinuncaan, this ulos consists of five parts that are woven separately which are then 
neatly put together into a form of ulos. Usefulness in use in various purposes of grief and joy, 
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in the event of custom ulos is used / in clothing by the Kings of Indigenous

g. Ulos Ragi Huting, ulos is now rarely in use, it is said that in earlier times before Indonesia’s 
independence, girls (girls) wear this as a daily clothing wrapped around the chest (Hoba-hoba) 
indicates that the concerned is a princess (virgin girl) Toba Batak is customary.

h. Ulos Ragi Pakko and Ulos Harangan, used as a family blanket from a rich family / honorable 
family. Called Ragi Pakko because it’s black like Pakko.

i. Ulos Ragi Idup, the symbol of life. Every Batak household has Ulos Ye Idup. In addition to 
the symbol of life, this ulos is also a symbol of blessing for happiness in life, especially in the 
case of descent, ie many children (gabe) for every family and longevity (saur sarimatua). In 
a traditional ceremony of marriage, ulos Ragiidup is given by the bride’s elderly orng to the 
bridegroom’s mother as ‘ulos pargomgom’ meaningful to God’s permission so that her besan 
can still live with the son-in-law.

j. Ulos Ragihotang. Hotang means rattan. Ulos is used to repeat someone who is considered 
diligent in the hope that God gives good results. In the ceremony of death, this ulos is used to 
wrap the body, while the second burial ceremony to wrap the bones.

k. Ulos The flower Umbasang and Ulos Simpar, in general, this ulos only works and is used as 
a scarf for the mothers while following the implementation of all kinds of events customs whose 
presence is limited to the usual invitation which is called as Panoropi (which enliven)

l. Ulos Simarinjam Sisi, Ulos is in use and functioned as a cloth and also equipped with Ulos 
Pinunca which is clothed with customary Batak equipment as Panjoloani (precede in front). 
Who uses ulos is one who is at the front.

m. Ulos Sitolu Tuho, is enabled or in use as a headband or scarf.

n. Ulos Suri-suri Ganjang, ulos is in use as Hande-hande (Selendang) at the time of Margondang 
(dancing with Batak musical alunanan) and also in use by Hula-hula party (parent of wife side) 
to Manggabei (give blessing) to the borunya (his descendant) because it is also called Ulos 
gabe-gabe (ulos blessing).

o. Ulos Tumtuman, ulos is used as ropes are patterned and in use by children who indicate that 
the concerned is the first child of kesuhutan (host).

p. Ulos Tutur-Tutur, this ulos is used as a tali-tali (headband) and as a Hande-hande (shawl) 
given by parents to their children/offspring.

3. Use of Ulos in Indigenous Batak Events

Ulos was originally a daily outfit of the Batak people before the influence of the West. Unmarried 
Batak women wrap it over their chests, while women who are married and have children just 
wrap it under the chest. Ulos is also used for holding the child (parompa), scarf (sampesampe) 
and blankets at night when it is cold.

Specifically, in pre-Christian times, ulos are made a medium (intermediary) of blessing, such 
as from in-laws to grandchildren, grandparents to grandchildren, Uncle (bone) to bere (niece or 
daughter of his sister) and from the king to the people. In the historical development of Batak 
ancestors, these costumes or everyday clothes become the symbols and medium of giving at 
the Batak traditional event.

For the Batak people not the ulos material value is the most important, but the message and 
meaning contained (blessings or messages) are presented together when wearing ulos to the 
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people who should receive it so there is no reason to reject it even though ulos is a discovery 
of Batak people pre-Christian.

4. The Parmalim

The term Parmalim refers to the followers of the Malim religion. The Malim religion which 
in the Batak language is called Ugamo Malim is a form of indigenous religion of the Batak 
tribe. The original Batak religion did not have its own name, but at the end of the nineteenth 
century emerged an anti-colonial movement. The main leader is Guru Somalaing Pardede. 
Malim religion is essentially Batak’s original religion, but as the times progressed, this religion 
began to be influenced by Christianity, Catholicism, and also Islam. Its adherents today are 
approximately less 5000 KK centered Hutatinggi Kab.Toba Samosir and scattered in a number 
of areas of assistance.

This religion is a belief in God Almighty ‘who grew and developed in North Sumatra since time 
immemorial. God, called “Debata Mulajadi Nabolon” is the creator of man, the heavens, the 
earth, and all that is in it, his adherents call him Ugamo Malim.

Since long time there have been several groups of Parmalim but the largest group is the 
Malim group based in Huta Tinggi, Laguboti Subdistrict, Kab. Toba Samosir. The main feast 
of Parmalim is called Si Pahasada (ie first month) and Si Pahalima (ie the fifth month) is 
celebrated at the Parmalim complex in Huta Tinggi. There are 3 (three) figures that are very 
instrumental in Parmalim Religion namely; 

1. Sisingamangaraja XII (King Nasiak for) is a figure believed to be the envoy of Mulajadi Na 
Bolon (Almighty God) for the Batak people.

2. Guru Somalaing Pardede; is a charismatic figure of Batak. He is known as a spiritual figure, 
a political figure and strategist who is always desperate to take action Hamalimon organization, 
(holiness) because the advantages Sisingamangaraja XII trust and appoint him as a war 
adviser.

3. Raja Mulia Naipospos; Before becoming the leader of Parmalim in Huta Tinggi (the center 
of parmalim), he was King of Parbaringin bius of Boti. The Majesty’s king firmly assumed 
his role not to emerge as an anti-colonial resistance figure, bringing it closer to Missionary 
Nommensen in the Sigumpar Toba Samosir. This is a covert cadre in order not immediately 
broken by the mission movement of Christians and invaders. With his attitude then Parmalim 
Religion can exist until now.

According to the beliefs of its adherents, the religion of Parmalim is referred to as the monotheistic 
religion which also has sects such as: Parmalim sect, the apostle Guru Somalaing is based 
in Balige, Parmalim sect in Huta Tinggi Laguboti which is led by Rasul Raja Mulia Naipospos. 
Sect with Master Apostle Mangantar Manurung at Si Gaol Huta Gur-gur, Porsea. Another faded 
sect is the White Religion and Teka Religion. But the most prominent is the Parmalim Religion 
centered on Huta Tinggi Laguboti Toba Samosir.

In performing his worship, Parmalim performs the ritual of Patik Ni Ugamo Malim to know the 
mistakes and sins, and asks forgiveness from the Almighty God followed by the work of doing 
good and living the rules of Ugamo Malim.

Along with the development of the times and the presence of modern religions, the existence 
of Parmalim increasingly experienced problems and obstacles specifically in the horizontal 
context. In general, followers of the flow of Kharismatik in Batak Toba people have a negative 
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view of the existence of Parmalim by accusing him of being a heretic. Even all the worshiping 
components they use such as Ulos are conditioned by bad stigma that lacks civilization and is 
loaded with mystical things.

In accordance with their dogma and doctrine, the parmalimists are not allowed to answer, 
against the negative accusations and insults of society in particular the charismatic Christians 
toward them so that the negative stigma is as true and more intense and difficult to erase as 
not directly negatively affect the existence of ulos as part of the culture / traditions of the Batak 
Toba community.

5. Charismatic Movement

In many ways the charismatic movement has the same characteristics as Pentecostalism, 
especially in terms of the gifts of the Spirit as recorded in the Bible (tongues / tongues / glossolalia, 
prophecy, etc.). This movement was originally inter-denominational in mainline Protestant and 
Catholic churches. Many Charismatics eventually formed separate denominations in new 
churches.

Charismatic is a term used to describe Christians who believe that the manifestation of the 
Holy Spirit can occur and should be practiced as the personal experience of every believer in 
the Lord Jesus. The word charismatic comes from a Greek word “charis” which means grace. 
The word charis is used in the Bible to describe various supernatural experiences (especially 
in 1 Corinthians 12-14).

This charismatic movement is already the largest sub-movement existing among Roman 
Catholics, along with traditionalist and Protestant Catholics. This explains a difficult situation 
for many church authorities, who may disagree with charismatic teaching, but find it difficult 
to stop and oppose it because it is supported by the most powerful members of the Church. 
The nature of this movement is very easy to accept new teachings with a very modern form 
of service, so that its followers are dominated by young people because the teaching is very 
loaded with new innovations with the look of the latest technology that tends to close themselves 
to things that are traditional.

The assertiveness and consistency of its adherents to the dogmatic has been proved by a 
massive campaign against the rejection of ulos among the Batak Toba community by collecting 
ulos from the homes of their followers and doing the burning together which was held in Balige 
Toba Samosir around 2010.

6. A Review of Christian Ethics Against the Use of Batak Ulos.

The struggle over the use of Batak ulos in the customary event of Batak Christian society 
is a subject related to the relationship of faith and customs. Therefore, in conducting this 
review, the author goes from Richard Niebuhr’s description of the five attitudes to culture as 
described by Gerrit Singgih. The five attitudes are radical, accommodative, synthetic, dualistic 
and transformative. Gerrit summarizes, that there are two major attitudes: Confirmation and 
confrontation (justification and censure) both go together. We do not simply reject the culture 
and customs, but also not necessarily accept the culture and customs that exist. Thus, faith 
must be the color and the breath of culture as well as being part of a critical and selective 
attitude to see the positive things of adat that can be developed to support the appreciation and 
growth of Christian relations with God and others. In line with it also reject the negative values   
of custom which can obscure and dwarf the appreciation and growth of Christian relationships 
with God and each other.
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Theologically the gospel has been proclaimed in the real life of all nations complete with cultural 
elements. From the beginning God revealed His Word by using human culture, and the Batak 
Christians lived their Christian faith in the context of their cultured life. If in the Old Testament 
and the New Covenant God uses such cultural means in society in which the Word of God 
speaks at that time, in order to be understood and accepted and beliefed by those who hear it, 
is not it possible for Batak people to use their culture-customs in support of their devotion about 
his faith in God? The statement of Coan Seng Song, quoted by Anton Wessels: “Christians 
who are not blessed with the eyes of” Germany “should not be prevented from seeing Jesus 
in any other way. They must train themselves to see Jesus through the eyes of the Chinese, 
Japanese, Asian and Americans of course also with the eyes of the Batak.

In Batak customary activities, many symbols have religious-spiritual values   and meanings, 
such as ulos being one of the symbols of warmth. Symbols that give warmth are: sun, fire and 
ulos. Of these three symbols, ulos is the most comfortable and familiar. For the warmth of the 
eyes of the day can not always be obtained at all times, likewise with fire, when errors can be 
destroyed. So the meaning of the ulos and mangulosi symbols is to give warmth to those who 
are repeated. Giving warmth is due to the affection between the giving and the receiving. Thus 
ulos is a sign that between the two givers and recipients, there is a relationship of mutual love 
and mutual respect.

In the faith tradition of every religion there must be colored by signs and meanings. Likewise 
with ulos, as a result of human works with rich and beautiful art nuances, ulos basically does 
not have magical powers and is considered unclean. So ulos is not a means to get a blessing. 
Ulos delivered at each customary event is a symbol of a new intimate relationship that is 
intertwined and always lasts until the end of life from both sides.

In accordance with the above explanation, the Batak / Christian people may use ulos in their 
customs event which shows their identity as human being who has reason in their daily life. 
Both the giver and the recipient must still believe that the only source of blessing and protection 
is sourced from the creator instead of ulos and ulos.

Ulos, in addition to being a product of culture, is also categorized into an art object. The testimony 
of Scripture shows that God is a person who deeply appreciates a work of art. The world and 
the universe he created so well in arranging them all became “very good” (Gen. 1:31). He is 
able to organize all the beauty that exists so as to produce an attractive visual beauty and good 
for his creation. God appreciates beauty because He alone created that beauty. Likewise, ulos 
should be rewarded as a work of art laden with beauty values. God Himself who gives abilities 
in man and He himself who put the taste of art.

Likewise with ulos, ulos does not bring someone close or distant from God, for only Jesus 
Christ can bring people close to God by the sacrifice of his blood on the cross. Ulos can still 
be used in its proper portion. However, even if there is an opposition to a person who has no 
knowledge, then it is good that people have the knowledge of restraint in order not to be a 
stumbling block to them.

7. Conclusion and Reflection.

From all the above description it is clear how important the correct understanding of the culture 
and the meaning and symbols inherent in each culture to be used as a means of relationship 
between fellow human beings with all the ceremonies contained in it. The interesting thing 
here is that ulos with all its names and types have religious meaning and all have a connection 
with the Almighty. Ulos is not just a body warmer or an ornamental appearance, but it contains 
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meaning and hope and pleas to God for the sake of his beloved welfare. Through this traditional 
ceremony of giving ulos, the unreachable love of God can be felt in the relationships between 
fellow human beings.

Therefore ulos is not an unclean thing that must be thrown away even burned because inside 
ulos there is no rejection of the power of God. Instead of using ulos regularly on the basis of 
its name and function, the Christian’s spirituality can grow in a more mature direction and can 
help him to further feel the meaning of God’s love by treating humanity humanely. The respect 
for human and religious values   is contained in the giving of ulos, thus it is possible for God to 
work to express His love (including sanctifying it) to man.

Culture or culture is the result of human creation, taste, and initiation. Dialectic process 
experienced by culture and religion is not much different even tend to be the same. The form of 
externalization, objectification and internalization is also the process by which culture is formed 
and how it relates to religion. Fluidity between cultures and religions will be seen when religion 
and culture are interpreted as part of life and human nature that has received the legacy of 
ideas, behavioral systems and artifacts that must be utilized as part of clarifying the human 
identity as being civilized and understanding.
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